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Introduction

In x� of Faltings� article ��� a �GIT�free� construction is given for the moduli
spaces of vector bundles on curves using generalized theta functions� Inciden�
tally	 this construction is implicitly described in Le Potier�s article ��
�� The
aim of this paper is to generalize the duality construction to projective surfaces�

For a rank two vector bundle E on the projective plane IP �	 the divisor DE of
its jumping lines is a certain generalization of the Chow divisor of a projective
scheme� We give a generalization of this divisor for coherent sheaves on surfaces�
Using this duality we construct the moduli space of coherent sheaves on a
surface that does not use Mumford�s geometric invariant theory� Furthermore	
we obtain a �nite morphism from this moduli space to a linear system	 which
generalizes the divisors of jumping lines�

Applying this construction to curves	 we get exactly Faltings� construction�
The moduli space we construct here can also be obtained by using GIT� This
construction is carried out in x��
 of the book �� of Huybrechts and Lehn� Le
Potier obtained this moduli space in ���� for surfaces with �many lines� �see x�
for an exact de�nition�� However	 it is the modest hope of the author that the
construction presented here provides new insight into the geometry of moduli
spaces�

First we outline this concept	 which generalizes the famous strange duality to
moduli of coherent sheaves on surfaces� To do so we de�ne duality between
schemes in part �	 giving three examples of �natural dualities�� In section 

the duality construction is given� In order to avoid a too technic presentation
of the construction itself	 we defer the proofs to the following section� The last
section is dedicated to the Barth morphism�

In order to simplify the discussion we restrict ourselves to moduli spaces of
sheaves of rank two with trivial determinant� The interested reader will be able
to extend this to arbitrary rank and determinant�

The author is thankful to his thesis advisor	 H� Kurke	 for many fruitful dis�
cussions�
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 �� DUALITY OF SCHEMES

� Duality of schemes

��� De�nitions

Let �X�OX�DX�� and �Y�OY �DY �� be two schemes with line bundles� A duality
between these two pairs is given by a nontrivial section s � H��OX�DX�� �
H��OY �DY ��� We will identify s with its vanishing divisor D � V �s� � X�Y �
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X � Y

We obtain a rational morphism

sX � X � �� � jDY j
x �� q�D � p���x�� �

The base locus of this morphism sX consists of all points x of X such that the
vertical component x� Y is contained in D� This motivates the following

De�nition� The duality D between �X�DX� and �Y�DY � is called
generated� if sX is a morphism�
generated ample� if sX is a �nite morphism�
very ample� if sX is an embedding�

��� Examples

The �rst example demonstrates that the above de�nitions are something with
which we are familiar�

The duality of a linear system Let X be a given scheme with an e�ective
divisor DX 	 and let Y � jDX j be a linear system� We take D to be the incident
divisor	 i�e� D � f�x�H� jx � Hg� Then the notions for D given in the above
de�nition correspond to those for the linear system�

Strange duality Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus g over the com�
plex numbers� We �x two positive integers m and n and a theta characteristic
A	 i�e� A � Picg���C� and A�� �� �C � We consider the following moduli



�

schemes�

X � UC�n� n�g � ���

�

�
E

����� E semistable C�vector bundles with
rk�E� � n and deg�E� � n�g � ��

�

DX � fE � X jh��E� � h��E� � �g
Y � SUC�m�

�

�
F

����� F semistable C�bundles with
rk�E� � m and det�E� �� OC

�

DY � fF � Y jh��F � A� � h��F � A� � �g
D � f�E� F � j h��E � F � � h��E � F � � �g

The line bundle OX�Y �D� is isomorphic to p�OX�DX�
�m � q�OY �DY �

�n�
By the duality we obtain a linear map from H��X�OX�DX��m��

s
�

H��Y� q�OY �DY �
�n�� According to the Verlinde formula	 both spaces have

the same dimension� The natural conjecture that s is an isomorphism is called
the Strange Duality Conjecture� For more details on this topic	 see Beauville�s
survey article �
��

Duality between moduli spaces on polarized surfaces The next example
is our main example	 the notions of which will be used for the remainder of
the article� We describe the moduli spaces here only set theoretically� Their
construction uses the duality	 thus giving a rough idea of the construction which
is the object of the following section� The concept of semistability used here is
the Mumford �slope� semistability�
Let �S�OS��� � OS�H�� be a projective polarized surface� Fix a class c� �
H��S� ZZ�� We will consider a duality between the following two coarse moduli
spaces�

X � MS�
� �� c��

�

�
E

����� E semistable torsion free sheaf on S� with
rk�E� � 
 det�E� �� OS c��E� � c�

�

Y � MjHj�
� �jH j�

�

�
F

����� F semistable torsion sheaf on S� with
Z � supp�F � � jH j rkZ�F � � 
 detZ�F � �� �Z

�

The duality will be given by the X � Y divisor

D � f�E� F �jH��E � F � 	� �g �

� The duality construction

Using the notation introduced in the last example	 we give a construction of
the coarse moduli scheme X using the duality morphism s� X will be obtained
together with a polarization and the Barth morphism	 which will be �nite by
construction� The steps for this construction are listed below	 and proofs for
all pertinent theorems are provided in the next section�



� �� THE DUALITY CONSTRUCTION

Boundedness of X There exists a projective scheme Q and a torsion free
sheaf E on Q� S �at over Q which �over�parameterizes the moduli prob�
lem� More precisely denote by p	 q the two projections

Q
p

 Q� S

q
� S �

For any sheaf E of X let QE be the subscheme

QE � fq � Q j Eq �� Eg

of Q� All QE are required to be connected and nonempty� Since this is
the same starting point as in the GIT construction	 it is obvious that Q
can be taken to be a suitable Quot scheme �see �����

Elements of Y give sections in a Q�line bundle L �see x����

We will show that there exists a Q�line bundle L and a global section
sF � H��Q�L�	 for any F � Y � The vanishing locus of sF is given by

V �sF � � fq � Q jH��S� Eq � F � 	� �g �

Base points correspond to unstable objects �see x��
�

The base locus B�L� with respect to the sections given by Y is the scheme
theoretic intersection of all V �sF � for all F � Y � Since Q is noetherian
we can write

B�L� �
N�
i��

V �sFi� �

It will be shown that B�L� consists exactly of those points q � Q for
which the sheaf Eq is not semistable�

Properness of X �see x����

We have to show that semistable limits of semistable families exist�

The line bundle L is X�positive �see x����

It will be shown that the degree of L on a curve C parameterizing
semistable objects is zero only if the curve parameterizes Jordan�H�older
equivalent sheaves�

The duality construction The rational morphism s � �sF� � � � � � sFN � from

Q to IPN leads to a morphism �Q
�
� IPN after a blow up of Q� We consider

the following diagram

�Q X

Q IPN

�
�

�
�

� �R

�

���

�

��

p p p p p p p�s

�

Here � � ����� is the Stein factorization of �� Hence the Barth morphism
�� is �nite� By the above	 any point of X corresponds to exactly one
Jordan�H�older equivalence class of semistable bundles�



�

� Details and proofs

��� The Q�line bundle L and its invariant sections

L is de�ned to be the determinant bundle L � det�p��E � q�F ����� The de�ni�
tion does not depend on the choice of F � Y 	 because these elements coincide
in the Grothendieck group K��S��

Framed elements of Y give sections in ��L�
Let F be a semistable element in Y with support Z � jH j� Then there exists a
short exact sequence

�� F � OZ�M�
�� �
� ��Z��M�� � �

We remark that M �� � can be chosen for all F � Y � De�ne sF to be the
section det�Rp��E � q����� It is clear from the construction that the vanishing
divisor V �sF � is supported on those z � Q	 for which H��Ez � q�F � is not zero�
Remark� By abuse of notation we simply write sF and do not explicitly refer
to the framing�

Global sections in L�k

Let �F be a rank two vector bundle on a curve �Z from the linear system jkH j�
We require the determinant of �F to be isomorphic to � �Z � Using adjunction
to express � �F and �F 	 the following computation in the Grothendieck group

K��S� shows that � �F � � k�F � for any F � Y �

� �F � � ��OS �� �OS��kH�����OS� � �KS�kH���

� ��OS �� �OS��H���

�
k��P
i��
�OS��iH�����OS� � �KS�kH��

�

� ��OS �� �OS��H���k��OS� � �KS�H��� � k�F � �

Hence �F �together with a framing� de�nes a global section in L�k �

��� Semistability

Assume that H is big enough	 which means that OS�H� is globally generated	
and the following two conditions hold�
�i� H� � �c�	 and
�ii� The positive generator a of the ZZ ideal fD�H jD � NS�S�g satis�es a � c��
Under these assumptions we have the following

Theorem�De�nition ��� For a torsion free rank two S�sheaf E with
det�E� �� OS and c��E� � c� the following four conditions are equivalent�

�� There exists an F � Y such that H��S�E � F � � ��

�� For all rank one subsheaves M � E� the inequality c��M��H � � holds�

�� The restriction of E to a general divisor Z � jH j is semistable� i�e� all
Z�line bundles contained in EZ have nonpositive degree�



� �� DETAILS AND PROOFS

�� For Z � jH j general� there exists a Z�line bundle A such that H��Z� L�
EjZ� � ��

If one of these conditions is satis	ed we call E a semistable S�sheaf�

Proof� ���  �	� Suppose there exists an M � E such that c��M��H � ��
Then M restricted to Z � supp�F � is of positive degree� Therefore the Euler
characteristic ofM �F is positive� Since the sheaf is one�dimensional there are
global sections� Hence there are global sections in H��E�F �	 which contradicts
the assumption of ����
�	�  ��� This is a restriction theorem that follows from Bogomolov�s in�
equality �see ����� For a complete proof of this implication see �� theorem
������
���  �
� This result goes back to Raynaud ������� For a shorter proof see ����
�
�  ��� Denote the genus of Z by g� It follows by Riemann�Roch that
A � Picg���Z�� The condition H��EjZ�A� � � is satis�ed on a nonempty open
subset of the Jacobian Picg���Z�� Hence the condition H��EjZ��Z�A

��� � �
de�nes an open and nonempty subset of the Jacobian� Consequently we can
choose F to be a direct sum A� ��Z � A���� �

��� Properness

Although the properness of the moduli functor X is well known	 a new proof is
given here which is shorter than Langton�s original proof in ����� The main
idea to get �more and more� semistable extensions of a generic semistable
family by elementary transformations comes from Langton�s proof� However	
using the invariant functions	 we can control the maximal number of elementary
transformations required� Therefore the proof �ts into the concept of the duality
construction�

Theorem ��	 
���� Let R be a discrete valuation ring with Spec�R� � f�� �g�
Let E� be a semistable torsion free sheaf on ��S� Then there exists an extension
ER of E� which is semistable in the special 	ber as well�

Proof� We consider the following morphisms�

Spec�R�
p

 Spec�R�� S

q
� S �

Since the Quot scheme is projective	 there exist torsion free extensions of E��
For an extension E 	 we de�ne its badness� b�E � F � with respect to an F � Y as

b�E � F � �

�
� if suppR�p��E � q�F � � Spec�R� �
length�R�p��E � q�F �� otherwise�

The absolute badness b�E� of E is de�ned to be the minimum of all these num�
bers�

b�E� � min
F�Y

fb�E � F �g �

�We use the word badness because b measures how far E is from being a semistable exten�
sion� So badness zero implies semistability�



��� X�positivity of the line bundle L �

Since E� is semistable the badness b�E� has to be �nite� We suppose that E is
an extension with minimal possible badness� If the badness is zero	 the special
�ber E� is semistable by ���� Hence we may assume that b�E� � �� Since E� is
not semistable	 there is a surjection E� � L � JZ with L�H � �	 JZ being the
ideal sheaf of a codimension two subscheme of S� We choose an element F � Y

subject to the following three open conditions�

�i� H��L� F � � �	
�ii� b�E � F � � b�E�	
�iii� supp�F � � Z � ��

De�ne the elementary transformation E � of E by the exact sequence

�� E � � E � L� JZ � � �

Applying the functor p���� q�F � to that sequence	 we obtain

p��L� q�F � � R�p��E
� � q�F �� R�p��E � q�F �� R�p��L� q�F � � � �

jj k�
� �

This contradicts the minimality assumption on the badness of E by the very
de�nition of this number� �

��� X�positivity of the line bundle L

We have to consider the equivalence classes of semistable sheaves parameterized
by our moduli space X using the following equivalence relation�

De�nition �trivially connected equivalence� Two semistable S�sheaves E
and E� are called trivially connected if there exists a connected projective curve
B and an B��at family E on B � S such that
� the determinant line bundle LB � det�prB��E � pr�SF ��

�� on B is trivial and
� there are points b and b� in B with E �� Eb and E

� �� Eb� �

There is a second equivalence relation that re�ects the geometry of the sheaves�
We start with some preparations� If � is a coherent S�sheaf of dimension zero	
then we de�ne its trivialisation triv��� by

triv��� ��
M
P�S

k�P ��lengthP ��	 �

For a torsion free sheaf G	 let G�� be its double dual and ��G� be the cokernel
of the injection G 	� G��� De�ne by

triv�G� � G�� � triv���G��

the trivialisation� of G�

De�ne the graded object of a stable sheaf E to be E itself� grH�E� � E�

�This de�nition is good enough for our purposes� However it should be replaced by
triv�G� � G

��
� triv���G���



� �� DETAILS AND PROOFS

If E is a semistable but not stable sheaf	 then there exists a short exact sequence
�� A� � E � A�� � � with A� a saturated subsheaf of E and c��A

���H � �� In
this case we de�ne the graded object grH�E� of E to be the direct sum A��A���

De�nition �Jordan�H�older equivalence� Two X�sheaves E and E� on S
are called Jordan�H�older equivalent if and only if triv�grH�E��

�� triv�grH�E
����

This de�nition implies	 in particular	 that the equivalence class of a stable vector
bundle consists of one element up to isomorphism� In the course of the next
result	 it will be shown that Jordan�H�older equivalence coincides with trivially
connected equivalence�

Theorem ��� Let B be a smooth projective connected curve and EB be a family
of sheaves on B � S� Assume that the sheaf parameterized by the generic point
of B is semistable� Then the B�line bundle LB is trivial or ample� If LB is
trivial� then all S�sheaves parameterized by B are Jordan�H�older equivalent�

First we note that there are nontrivial sections in LB 	 because there are
semistable objects parameterized by points ofB� Therefore this line bundle is ei�
ther trivial or ample� Consequently the proof reduces to showing that OB

�� LB
�by de�nition	 the trivially connected equivalence� induces the Jordan�H�older
equivalence� To prove the above theorem some preparations will be needed� We
retain the above notations�

Theorem ��
 
�� theorem I��� Let C be smooth projective curve and E a vector
bundle on B � C with degC�Eb� � � for all b � B� Denote the projections of
B � C to the components by p and q� Suppose there exists a C�line bundle M
such that R�p��E � q�M� � � holds� Then the C�objects parameterized by B
are all S�equivalent�

Proof� We proceed in steps�

Step �� There exists a B�bundle G such that EP �� G for all points P � C�

Let P and Q be two arbitrary points of C� The set of all line bundles M in
PicgC���C� with R�p��E � q�M� � � is open� Hence there is a line bundle
�M � Picg�C� such that �M��P � and �M��Q� are in this open set� From the
exact sequence �� �M��P �� �M � k�P �� � we obtain

p��E � q�M� �� p��E � q�k�P �� �� p��EjB�fPg� �� EjB�fPg �

Analogously	 p��E � q�M� �� EjB�fQg which proves the assertion of the �rst
step�

Step 	� Set G � p�G�

There are three distinct cases to be considered�

Case �� G is stable

Since G is simple it follows thatN � q��G��E� is a C�line bundle� But G�q�N
is isomorphic to E 	 therefore all objects parameterized by B are isomorphic to
N �N �

Case 	� G is semistable but not stable



��� X�positivity of the line bundle L 

After a twist with a line bundle we may assume G to be of degree zero� By
theorem ��� there exists a B�line bundle A such that G � B has no cohomol�
ogy� This implies R�q��E � p�A� � �	 and	 as in the �rst step	 all C�objects
parameterized by B are isomorphic�

Case �� G is not semistable

Let � � A � G be the Harder�Narasimhan �ltration of G	 i�e� A is the subline
bundle of G of maximal degree� We denote the quotient G
A by A�� By the
uniqueness ofA	N � q��p�A��E� is a line bundle on C� We �nd that p�A�q�N
is a subbundle of E with cokernel isomorphic to p�A�� q�N � for a C�line bundle
N �� Using the short exact sequence

�� p�A� q��N �M�� E � q�M � p�A� � q��N � �M�� �

to compute the degree of R�p��E � q�M�	 we have

� � deg�A� deg�N� � deg�A�� deg�N �� �

Since E is a family of degree zero sheaves on C	 it follows that deg�N �� �
� deg�N�� Hence we obtain the equality

� � �deg�A�� deg�A��� deg�N� �

By assumption the �rst factor is strictly positive	 thus deg�N� � deg�N �� � ��
But this means that all objects parameterized by B are extensions of two line
bundles of the same degree� �

Lemma ��� The set of all line bundles L on S such that L�H � � and for
which there exists a nontrivial homomorphism in Hom�E�L� for some E � X is
bounded� Subsequently� these line bundles can be parameterized by a Noetherian
scheme�

Proof� It is enough to show that the set of Hilbert polynomials of these line
bundles L is �nite� For any such line bundle L	 there is an exact sequence

�� L�� � JZ�
� E � L� JZ�

� � �

Since E is semistable	 JZ�
is the ideal sheaf of some zero dimensional scheme�

Using the above sequence	 the second Chern class can be computed	 and indeed	
c� � �L� � length�Z�� � length�Z��� Hence we conclude by the Hodge index
theorem that L� is in the interval ��c�� �� and that �H��KS � L��� � H��KS �
L��	 which gives lower and upper bounds for KS �L� The Hilbert polynomial of
L with respect to H is determined completely by the numbers L�	 L�KS and
L�H � �

Lemma �� There exists a positive number k such that� for all S�sheaves E
and E� in the set X and all line bundles L on S with H�L � � and Hom�E�L� 	�
�� the groups Ext��E�L��kH�� and Ext��E�E���kH���� vanish�



�� �� THE BARTH MORPHISM

Proof� By Serre duality Ext��E�L��kH���� H��E�KS�kH��L����� For any
pair �E�L� there exists a number k such that the cohomology group vanishes�
By lemma ��� the set of all these pairs is bounded� Hence there exists a global
k�
The same argument shows the vanishing of Ext��E�E���kH���� for a given k�
�

Lemma ��� There exists an integer k such that for all semistable X sheaves
E on S the following holds�
Let Z be a smooth curve in the linear system jkH j such that EjZ is a vector

bundle on Z� If EjZ

�
� �M is a surjection onto a Z�line bundle �M of degree

zero� then �� is the restriction of a morphism E
�
�M to Z� where M is a S�line

bundle with M�H � ��

Proof� This lemma follows from Bogomolov�s inequality	 as in the proof of �
�
 ��� of ���� For details see ��� theorem 
�� or �� theorem ������

Proof of the positivity theorem ���
Since LB is assumed to be the trivial line bundle	 we may pass to a power L

�k
B �

Choose k such that lemmas ��� and ��� apply� Now let F be a torsion sheaf
supported on a smooth divisor Z � jkH j such that the global section of L�kB
de�ned by F is nontrivial� By construction it is clear that E restricted to Z
is a vector bundle� Now by theorem ��� this yields the S�equivalence of the
restriction EjZ 	 and from the proof given here	 it follows that we are in one of
the following two cases�
Case �� All Z�vector bundles parameterized by B are stable and isomorphic�
Let P and Q be two geometric points of the curve B� We consider the following
long exact sequence

�� Hom�EP � EQ��kH�
���� Hom�EP � E

��
Q �

�
�

�
� Hom�EP � E

��
Q jZ�� Ext��EP � EQ��kH�

���� �

Since EP and EQ are semistable the group Hom�EP � EQ��kH���� vanishes�
Hence by lemma ��� the morphism � is an isomorphism� The support of the
cokernels of the nontrivial morphisms EP to E��Q can not change because they
never meet the ample divisor Z� This shows the Jordan�H�older equivalence of
EQ and EP �
Case 	� All Z vector bundles parameterized by B have a surjection to a
Z�line bundle �M of degree zero�
First we remark that �M is the restriction of an S�line bundle M to Z by lemma
���� As in the �rst case	 all sheaves parameterized by B are Jordan�H�older
equivalent� �

� The Barth morphism

Our construction gives us the moduli space X together with a �nite morphism
X

��� IPN 	 which we call the Barth morphism� In this section we show that



��

this morphism for �surfaces with many lines� assigns a sheaf E its divisor of
jumping curves� We say that a polarized surface �S�OS�H�� has many lines if
the linear system jH j is globally generated and the generic curve of this linear
system is rational� By adjunction we have H��H�KS� � �
� Hence any given
rank two sheaf E can be normalised such that H�c��E� � f����
���� �g by
twisting OS�H �KS�

�k� In the even case the assumptions made in ��� are not
needed because of the following theorem�

Theorem 
�� �Grauert�M�ulich theorem� If �S�H� is a surface with many
lines and E a torsion free rank two sheaf on S with c��E��H even� then E is
semistable if and only if the restriction of E to the general curve l in the linear
system jH j is isomorphic to the direct sum of two isomorphic l�line bundles�

Proof� See ���� II theorem	 
����� or ��� Lemma ����

This theorem provides us with a very explicit description of the dual moduli
space Y as we will see in a moment� We have to distinguish the following two
cases�

Case �� H�c��E� � �


By the Grauert�M�ulich theorem	 H��E�Ol� � � for E semistable and l general
in jH j� Hence we may take jH j to be the dual moduli space� Recalling our
construction we work here with a square root of the line bundle L�

Case 	� H�c��E� � �

In this case we again identify Y with the complete linear system jH j� Note that
for any l � jH j the dimension of the Ext�Ol�Ol�Ol�Kl�H�� is one� Hence there
is a unique nontrivial extension �l� By assigning to l this torsion sheaf �l	 jH j
is identi�ed with the dual moduli space Y �

Any semistable sheaf DE de�nes now a divisor DE in the dual moduli space Y
consisting of all curves l � jH j where �Ol is not of the expected type� Therefore
this divisor DE is called the divisor of jumping curves� By straightforward
calculations we �nd the

Proposition 
�	 The degree dE of the divisor DE of jumping curves equals

dE � c��E�� 
 �
�KS�c��E		�c��E	

� if H�c��E� � �
 �

dE � 
c��E�� 
� c��E�
� if H�c��E� � � �

If now we choose N � � �
��H���	�dE

dE

�
curves fligNi�� in jH j such that no

divisor of degree dE contains all the li	 then the duality construction gives us
a �nite morphism X

��� IPN � The name Barth morphism is used because in ���
Barth studied rank�
 vector bundles on the projective plane via their divisors
of jumping lines� This morphism assigns every semistable rank two sheaf E its
jumping divisor DE � As a corollary of this construction we have the

Theorem 
�� The Barth morphism X
��� IPN is 	nite�
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